**Beware The Pitfalls Of Power Supply Hipot Testing**

*by Kevin Parmenter, Chair, and James Spangler, Co-chair, PSMA Safety and Compliance Committee*

What is hipot (high potential) testing and what is it for? A dielectric withstanding voltage test is used to determine the ability of equipment with an installed power supply to protect against electrical shock. The dielectric withstand voltage test is typically referred to as a hipot test and involves applying a specified high voltage between the points being tested and measuring the resultant leakage current.

The test has been with us a long time. However, as power supplies have developed and EMC requirements have become more stringent in, for example IEC 60601 4th edition EMC and 62368, we have seen customers needing more guidance in the proper application of the testing. Moreover, it should be emphasized that for switching power supplies, the hipot test should be considered a destructive test. What is meant by this?

It does not mean that it will destroy the device under test immediately but rather that hipot testing is not like testing 1% resistors with a DMM where you can apply the test as many times as you like and leave the applied test in place without damage. You also cannot assume that the test conditions are irrelevant as when using the DMM.

For example when measuring a resistor the user of the instrument typically does not inquire into the methodology of the test and the voltages and currents involved. Yet with hipot testing, it seems everyone wants to get in on the fun and make sure they are doing due diligence when it comes to testing and to verify that anything under their control conforms to standard and is safe. Unfortunately, this widespread concern for compliance actually leads to problems as we’ll discuss.

Let’s start with the power supply itself and observe a typical hipot testing process it may undergo when ordered by a customer. First, let’s assume that a quality maker of power supplies will test the power supply in production 100%. Next, let’s say that it goes to a value added distributor, which receives the power supply and decides to do hipot test on it during incoming inspection. This power supply is then sent to a customer who does hipot again during their incoming inspection. Finally, after the end equipment is built, that system is subjected to a hipot test before the end system is shipped.

Recall that the purpose of the test is to validate the safety of the power supply and the end equipment it’s installed in. This is the right goal. Yet, what is being tested in the power supply? With hipot, the creepage and clearance isolation barriers are what you wish to test. For the most part, these isolation barriers can withstand the testing just fine if designed and rated properly, and if the test is designed and carried out properly.

The issue is that EMC components, namely safety capacitors (also known as Y capacitors), are also in the test path. So in many cases you are not only testing the isolation barriers, you are damaging the capacitors while testing. Then when the product fails hipot, the customer thinks they have caught a problem: “Ah hah! It’s a good thing we tested because we found something.” But that conclusion is often incorrect. In our example, the testing induced damage.

The key is understanding that you have finite limits of amplitude, duration and number of applications of the hipot test before you are no longer testing for existing faults but rather creating them.

Of course, no one wants to induce damage in a product before they ship it. One of the possible solutions is to use dc equivalent testing, which will still test creepage and clearance, yet is much less damaging to the UUT. In general, dc equivalent hipot testing will not damage safety capacitors as long as you stay within the manufacturer’s guidelines.

High-voltage ac applied to capacitors often simply turns the dielectric into a plasma and compromises it so that you will see leakage due to the capacitive reactance and the energy of turning the dielectric into a plasma. So you get leakage and fail the hi pot test even though the creepage and clearance isolation barriers are fine.

So what’s the proper course of action for power supply users?

1. Work closely with your power supply manufacturer and ask ahead of time what the recommended limits are.
2. Use dc equivalent testing. The nationally recognized testing laboratories (NRTLs) and specifications all allow for dc hipot testing vs. ac hipot testing. Going with dc will allow more testing with less damage and you get the same quality result. To determine the dc test voltage, simply multiply the ac you were going to apply by $\sqrt{2}$ or approx. 1.414. In other words, use the peak value of the ac voltage for your dc value.

3. Only apply the dc voltage for the length of time needed to make the test and watch the test time application. It’s not infinite.

4. Watch the number of times the test is applied. That’s not infinite either.

5. After doing a dc equivalent test make sure and discharge the test points so you don’t leave dangerous charges on the capacitors for safety sake. Make sure these caps are discharged.

It can’t be overstressed that you need to work with your power supply maker or system provider to insure your hipot testing is actually testing product safety rather than creating problems and potentially shipping damaged products to your customers.

For those working at power supply companies, consult with your customers to ensure they understand the issues surrounding hipot testing. Doing so will ultimately save your company time and resources, while helping to keep your customers happy.
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